TERM REPERTOIRE REPORT - INSTRUMENTAL
Idaho State University, Department of Music

This report must be typed and given to the applied music instructor not later than the last lesson prior to the jury.

NAME: ___________________________ BENGAL ID: ______________ INSTRUMENT: ____________

SEMESTER:  □ Fall  □ Spring  20____ COURSE NUMBER: MUSA ___________ Credit _____

DEGREE:  □ BM  □ BME  □ BA  □ BS  Hours of practice per week: ______________

INSTRUCTOR: __________________________

To be filled in by instructor after jury:  GRADE: ________ NEXT COURSE: MUSA ________ Cr: ___

INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE: __________________________

Solo Literature studied for this term:
Indicate whether solo literature was performed in Studio Class (SC), General Recital Hour (GRH), or other recital. Indicate whether performance was by memory.

Chamber Music or Collaborative Works studied for this term:
List small ensembles only, not Band, Choir or Orchestra. Indicate whether music was performed in Studio Class (SC), General Recital Hour (GRH), or other recital.

Technical Studies & Other Literature (e.g., orchestral excerpts) for this term: